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Over the weekend popular crypto news website and YouTube channel Altcoin Buzz published the final results of 
their 30 day trading challenge using Evai ratings to inform their trades. Altcoin Buzz revealed their methods, which 
saw them achieve a profit of 179.3% over a 30 day period, taking an initial $5,000 investment for professional 
trading to $13,964! Overall, the $10,000 investment they used to scrutinise the efficacy of our unbiased crypto 
ratings platform across swing trading and professional trading produced a closing result of $20,663!  The results 
speak for themselves and give a transparent glimpse into just how powerful EvaiFund will be when it launches. We 
will soon release a video interview with them discussing how they used the Evai platform along with tips and hints 
on how to get the most out of our cutting-edge AI and machine learning powered technology. 

Listen. Can you hear that? With the right kind of ear, you just about hear the fiat world’s printing presses 

starting to roll yet again. The fiat idea that to offset the impending inflation about to overtake the general 

public’s earnings, the wise solution will be to provide the masses with an increased supply of money that 

loses its value the moment it is printed and distributed. Luckily the solution – crypto – is powering forward, 

and Dubai’s focus on crypto has been nothing less than a statement. While the advent of the BTC ETF helped 

propel the digital gold price to a new all-time high, Dubai’s six month long, international showcase summit, 

Expo 2020, kicked off alongside a full month of crypto-focused events bringing in the world’s biggest names. 

Dubai has become a hotbed of crypto investors, peers and crypto enthusiasts all starting to see Dubai’s 

intention to become the leading crypto destination for everyone in the business! As always, Evai’s been front 

and centre, meeting delegates and presenting our cutting-edge crypto ratings technology to the world!

Evai YouTube kicks off with a range of new content
The Evai YouTube channel is starting to pick up pace with new interviews with notable players across the industry 
and will, over the coming weeks, start to feature Evai tutorials giving users insider tips on how best to use the 
platform. So far on the channel we’ve spoken to renowned street football superstar Sean Freestyle on his 
upcoming NFT drop, Chairman of the DMCC and Dubai Crypto Centre Ahmed Bin Sulayem and London Editor of 
CityAM and CryptoAM James Bowater among many others. If you haven’t already, head to our YouTube, like, 
subscribe and share your favourites on your socials!

Evai’s UK and Dubai team present and 
exhibit at Dubai’s largest crypto events!
The full international Evai team exhibited at a range of the 
biggest crypto and blockchain events Dubai lined up to 
coincide with the launch of Expo 2020, while Evai Ratings 
Director Marsela Tafa presented the groundbreaking 
academic theory behind the Evai ratings model, backed 
onstage by our CEO Matt Dixon. International delegates 
met with the team to find out how, using peer-reviewed 
academic research coupled with cutting-edge AI and 
machine learning, the innovative Evai crypto ratings 
platform shines a light of transparency over the market. 
The team exhibited and presented at events including Sir 
Ritossa’s 16th Family Summit, Gulf Blockchain Week at the 
JW Marriott Marquis, the prominent four-day Future 
Blockchain Summit at the Dubai World Trade Centre and 
DSRPTD 2021 at the Dubai Sofitel SZR. 

Until next month…
Over the past few weeks, being out and meeting prominent movers in the industry, listening and participating in 
panels and hearing about all of the exciting projects forming within the space, one thing is more apparent than 
ever – the world, as we know it, is changing. Not just the way we invest or transfer money, but the entire way we 
live our lives will be completely reimagined, free from geographical boundaries, affording accessible education 
regardless of class or social position and allowing entirely new worlds to form in which the opportunities are 
limitless. What is coming is unfathomable for most people; but here you are…right at the very beginning – where it 
all started. Evai’s scalable unbiased ratings will be there right into the advent of the metaverse, providing transpar-
ent ratings to aid people make better decisions; from the assets they invest in, to the exchanges they use and the 
metaverses they reside in. The future’s bright. The future is being written as we speak – by Evai and all the other 
projects in the crypto space, with the vision to change the world.

Global

The world’s first decentralised unbiased 
cryptoassets rating platform powered by AI & ML

Upcoming EvaiStableFund to give
investors fixed ROI
During November we plan to release EvaiStableFund 
through which EVAI investors will be able to stake 
into the fund to enjoy a fixed 15% APY. The fund is a 
different option to the upcoming AI and machine 
learning governed EvaiFund as EVAI holders 
investing will have a stable ROI based on their initial 
investment. The team are working non-stop to 
ensure that, when both fund options go live, their 
performance will not only create exceptional yields, 
but will also be industry-leading models that 
outperform any other offering within the crypto 
market. 

The Evai team are heading to AIBC
Europe Summit in Malta
In November, a date marked in all crypto 
calendars is the AIBC Europe Summit, taking place 
17 – 18 November in Malta. The event welcomes 
over 12,000 delegates from over 80 countries, all 
from within the blockchain, crypto and emerging 
FinTech market. It is once again, another 
prominent event at which to showcase the Evai 
platform whilst making valuable business 
connections across the industry. At the event we 
will have a stand in addition to speaking allocation 
where we will be presenting the platform, our 
upcoming EvaiStableFund and EvaiFund. 

Evai CEO Matt Dixon secures monthly slot on CNBC Africa 
CNBC Africa, which reaches 23 million households 
across 48 African countries – before syndication to 
the USA and Europe – earlier this month asked 
Matthew to contribute interviews discussing both 
the Bitcoin ATH and ETF. The interviews were so well 
received that CNBC have asked Matthew to come 
back in a monthly spot where he will be providing 
insight on the crypto market, advising how best to 
evaluate potential investments using the evai.io 
platform and discussing wider market movements in 
panel discussions. The regular segment presents a 
huge opportunity for Evai to reach a continent that is 
gearing up to become one of the largest crypto 
adopters in the world. 

Have you checkout out our YouTube channel yet?

COME AND SUBSCRIBE NOW!

Launch of EvaiFund moves back to December 
The launch of the anticipated EvaiFund, slated for 
launch in October has been forced to delay eight 
weeks until December. The move to push the launch 
back was facilitated by further development into the 
pioneering mechanism’s which govern the optimum 
time for the AI and machine learning to open 
positions in tandem with a first-of-its-kind user 
experience. EvaiFund will be the very first regulated 
fund powered by AI and machine learning in the 
GCC region and the first in the world to be 

autonomously led by unbiased crypto ratings. The 
groundbreaking model, once launched, will open up 
crypto investment to worldwide investors who were 
initially cautious about crypto volatility, allowing 
access to the gains without the risk. Our 
development team is working around the clock to 
ensure every aspect will work as precisely as a Swiss 
watch, and while it’s always frustrating to 
experience delays, it’s vital everything is developed 
meticulously. 

LAUNCHING SOON
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A world-first autonomous staking fund governed 
by AI and machine learning that opens and 
closes positions based on unbiased crypto 
ratings, providing fixed ROI with no fees.

A FUND THAT EVOLVES
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